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ABSTRACT
App testing tools tend to generate thousand test inputs; they help
engineers identify crashing conditions but not functional failures.
Indeed, detecting functional failures requires the visual inspection
of App outputs, which is infeasible for thousands of inputs.

Existing App testing tools ignore that most of the Apps are
frequently updated and engineers are mainly interested in testing
the updated functionalities; indeed, automated regression test cases
can be used otherwise.

We present ATUA, an open source tool targeting Android Apps.
It achieves high coverage of the updated App code with a small
number of test inputs, thus alleviating the test oracle problem (less
outputs to inspect). It implements a model-based approach that syn-
thesizes App models with static analysis, integrates a dynamically-
refined state abstraction function and combines complementary
testing strategies, including (1) coverage of the model structure, (2)
coverage of the App code, (3) random exploration, and (4) coverage
of dependencies identified through information retrieval.

Our empirical evaluation, conducted with nine popular Android
Apps (72 versions), has shown that ATUA, compared to state-of-
the-art approaches, achieves higher code coverage while producing
fewer outputs to be manually inspected.

A demo video is available at https://youtu.be/RqQ1z_Nkaqo.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Software verification and
validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
App testing tools can be categorized according to the strategy
adopted to generate test inputs [10]. The most common ones are
random, model-based, and evolutionary [10]. Unfortunately, they
all typically exercise about half of the methods implemented by
commercial apps [11]. Further, they cannot discover functional fail-
ures beyond crashes; indeed, the detection of functional failures
requires the manual verification of the App outputs to determine
if they match requirement specifications. However, such manual
verification is rendered infeasible by the large number of inputs
exercised by App testing tools [3]. Limiting the number of test
inputs is therefore important to minimize human effort.

Further, existing tools do not support prioritizing the testing
of updated (i.e., modified or newly introduced) features, which is
particularly crucial given that Apps are frequently released [4].
Exercising all the features of an App in each release is enormously
wasteful; indeed, the test budget is used to trigger all the App fea-
tures, including those that are not updated. Consequently, updated
features may remain uncovered. If the available test cases do not
exercise all updated App features, then the selection of regression
test cases is of limited usefulness [3, 9].

We present ATUA, a tool that implements Automated Testing of
Updated Apps, our App testing technique [6]. ATUA achieves the
following objectives: (1) maximize the number of updated methods
and instructions that are automatically exercised within practical
test execution time, and (2) generate a significantly reduced set
of inputs, compared to state-of-art approaches, thus facilitating
manual inspection and the detection of functional faults.

ATUA combines static and dynamic program analysis to cost-
effectively select the inputs that exercise updated methods, our
test targets. Also, to deal with the complexity of Apps, it relies
on three incremental testing phases, which focus on objectives
of increasing complexity. In the first phase, it exercises all the
features that may trigger updated methods. In the second phase, it
exercises updated features with diverse input values, to maximize
coverage in the presence of data dependencies. In the third phase,
it exercises features related to the updated ones to satisfy state
dependencies. ATUA implements a model-based approach that
integrates dynamically-refined state abstraction functions and relies
on complementary testing strategies: (1) coverage of the model
structure, (2) coverage of the App code, (3) random exploration, and
(4) coverage of dependencies among App windows.

An empirical evaluation conducted with nine popular Apps has
shown that ATUA, compared to state-of-the-art tools (i.e., DM2 [2],
APE [5], and Monkey [1]), leads to reduced test costs. It generates
less than 70%, 4%, and 2% of the inputs generated by DM2, APE,
and Monkey, respectively. Further, for the same test execution
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budget (e.g., 1 hour test execution time), it improves the method
and instruction coverage achieved by the second best tool by at
least 10%.

In the following we provide an overview of the ATUA approach
(Section 2), describe ATUA’s architecture (Section 4), and summa-
rize our empirical evaluation (Section 5).

2 THE ATUA APPROACH
We aim to exercise updated features automatically; more precisely,
we focus on features that are implemented or repaired either by
introducing new methods or by modifying existing ones. We call
these methods target methods since they are our test targets.

The testing activity performed by ATUA is driven by an App
model that consists of three parts: (1) an Extended Window Transi-
tion Graph (EWTG), (2) a Dynamic State Transition Graph (DSTG),
and (3) a GUI State Transition Graph (GSTG). They are finite state
machines capturing how input values trigger changes in the state
of the App under test. The EWTG is extracted through static analy-
sis [8]; it models the sequences of windows being visualized after
triggering specific inputs (Events or Intents). For every input, the
EWTG traces the list of target methods that may be invoked dur-
ing the execution of the input handler. The GSTG is a fine-grained
model that captures every visual change in the GUI (e.g., the posi-
tion of a button) that might be triggered by an action performed on
the GUI. An action is an instance of an input (e.g., click on a specific
Button widget). Finally, the DSTG models the abstract states of the
visualized Windows and the state transitions triggered by events.
Abstract states are identified by a state abstraction function and
aim at eliminating non-determinism. The DSTG plays a critical role
in optimizing the test budget and identifying a reduced set of input
events necessary to reach a specific Window from another one.

To test an App, ATUA identifies the shortest sequence of inputs
necessary to reach a target Window (i.e., a Window where some
inputs may trigger the execution of target methods). It relies on
a breadth-first traversal that considers both Window transitions
in the EWTG and state transitions in the DSTG. Once in a target
Window, ATUA triggers inputs that may exercise target methods.

During testing, ATUA identifies abstract states through abstrac-
tion functions that are automatically generated for each Window.
Abstraction functions rely on a predefined set of reducers, i.e., func-
tions that extract the value of a widget property (e.g., the value of
the resource ID) [5] . For each Widget, ATUA keeps track of the
applied reducers and the values returned by each in a map called
AttributeValuationMap. Two abstract states differ when at least one
value differs across their respective AttributeValuationMaps.

Tominimize non-determinism in the DSTG, during testing, when
an action does not bring the App into the expected abstract state,
ATUA refines the abstraction function for the Window in which the
action has been triggered. Refinement is performed by increasing
the number of reducers used.

Testing is performed in three phases. Phase 1 aims at maximizing
the number of target transitions being exercised, which is obtained
by triggering all the target inputs of every target Window. Phase 2
aims at increasing testing of the less exercised target transitions,
which is obtained by exercising, with different values (e.g., numbers,
empty strings, and regulars words for text areas), inputs that may
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Figure 1: Overview of the ATUA process to test App updates.

reach target methods not fully covered. Phase 3 aims at exercising
target Windows that depend on specific App states set in related
Windows; it consists of relying on information retrieval techniques
to determine what are the Windows that should be exercised in
combination with target Windows.

Part of the test budget is spent to alleviate the limitations of
static analysis through dynamic analysis. More precisely, ATUA
needs to resort to random exploration when Window transitions
are not feasible (e.g., it is necessary to find the abstract state in
which they are enabled), when Windows are unreachable (e.g., if
static analysis does not detect any Window transition reaching
a specific Window) or when they are incompletely processed by
static analysis (e.g., they reach a target method but not through an
input handler).

Figure 1 provides an overview of the process implemented by
ATUA. In Step 1, ATUA compares the previous and updated versions
of the App under test to identify the target methods. In Step 2, ATUA
relies on an extended version of Gator, to generate the EWTG. In
Step 3, ATUA generates an instrumented version of the App that
traces code coverage. In Step 4, engineers manually specify input
values that are unlikely to be generated automatically (e.g., login
credentials). In Step 5, ATUA exercises the App under test following
the test procedure described above.

The output of ATUA (i.e., Step 5) is an App model for the updated
App version. Also, ATUA generates a report with a set of triples
<GUI screenshot, target action, GUI screenshot> reporting for
every target action (i.e., an action that triggers the execution of a
target method) triggered by ATUA the screenshot before and after
the execution of the action1. An example is shown in Figure 2. To
prevent wasting engineering time, ATUA reports only actions that
increase code coverage (i.e., exercising instructions not tested yet).

1Such report is a new contribution with respect to our previous work [6].
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Figure 2: An action output being reported to the end-user

3 RUNNING EXAMPLE
Figure 3 provides a running example for ATUA testing the Activity
Diary App. In Phase 1, ATUA clicks on the edit note button (A1)
and, since there is no current activity selected, partially covers
the target methods (the EditNote Window is not opened). A long
click on the current activity widget (A2) leads to an instance of the
EditActivity Window, which is randomly explored till the activity
is saved. In Phase 2, because of the incomplete coverage mentioned
above, ATUA again exercises the EditNote button (A9), which pops
up the EditNote Dialog thus covering the missing lines. In Phase
3, ATUA tests the feature that visualizes the details of the current
activity after a click on the current activity widget. ATUA selects
the SettingsActivity as a Window related to MainActivity. While
exercising the SettingsActivity, it deselects the option Terminate
activity by click (A12), which enables exercising the updated feature
(A14). Phase 3 enabled ATUA to test the updated feature in a few
steps, which is unlikely with state-of-the-art approaches.

4 ATUA TOOLSET ARCHITECTURE
The ATUA Toolset includes four main components: AppDiff, which
identifies the updated methods for the App under test, Extended
Gator, which generates the EWTG part of the AppModel, Extended
DM2 Instrumenter, which instruments the App under test, andATUA
Tester, which implements the ATUA testing algorithm. The UML
diagram in Figure 4 depicts the ATUA Toolset.

ATUA Tester has been implemented as an extension of DM2; it
integrates six DM2 components and two additional components
that implement the ATUA algorithm (i.e., ATUA Testing Strategy
and ATUA Model Feature). The integration between ATUA Tester
and DM2 is based on the interfaces provided by DM2. ATUA Tester
and DM2 rely on additional components provided by the Android
development environment: the ADB Client, the ADB Daemon, and
the Android Automation Framework.

The Extended DM2 Instrumenter is used to create a version of the
App under test that collects method coverage information in addi-
tion to instruction coverage (i.e., provided by DM2 Instrumenter).
Method coverage is used by ATUA to determine which methods
have been covered quickly.

Legend: Arrows show the sequence of actions triggered by ATUA.

Figure 3: Running example.

During testing, the DM2 Exploration Engine acts as a controller
that queries the ATUA Strategy component, which implements
the ATUA’s testing algorithm. After triggering an action, the DM2
Automation Engine requests the current GUI Tree and a screenshot
of the Android GUI from the DM2 Device Control Daemon. It then
derives the state transition performed on the GSTG and sends this
information to the ATUA Model Feature, which updates the App
model.

The ATUA Model Feature is queried by the ATUA Strategy to
determine the actions to trigger. At the end of the testing, the
ATUA Model Feature generates ATUA’s outputs.

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We conducted an empirical evaluation to compare ATUA with
state-of-the-art approaches (i.e., DM2, Monkey and APE) in cost-
effectiveness; please refer to our journal publication for details [6].

We considered a representative set of nine Apps, including open
source (i.e., Activity Diary, File Manager, Wikipedia, VLC player
and Nuzzle) and proprietary ones (BBC Mobile, Citymapper, Ya-
hooWeather, Wikihow). Each App was tested with up to 10 versions.
In total, our subjects include 81 App versions.

In our experiments, we considered two possible execution sce-
narios, with respectively test budgets of one hour and five hours.
We executed each tool on each updated version 10 times. In total, we
executed 5760 test sessions for a total of 17280 test execution hours.
A replicability package is available online [7]. Below, we describe
our research questions and summarize the results achieved.

RQ1. Can ATUA reduce the human effort required for testing Apps,
compared to state-of-the-art approaches? We aim to determine if the
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Legend: White UML component symbols point to third-party components; blue symbols highlight components developed from scratch or extended to support ATUA’s features.

Figure 4: Architecture of the ATUA toolset.

number of inputs generated by ATUA is significantly lower than
the number of inputs generated by state-of-the-art approaches, for
a same execution time budget. Our results show that ATUA sig-
nificantly decreases the human effort required for verifying
inputs when compared to state-of-the-art approaches. Indeed,
it generates less than 70%, 4% and 2% of the inputs generated by
DM2, APE and Monkey, respectively. If engineers aim to inspect
only the outputs generated when covering updated methods (a
feature not supported by other tools), with ATUA they will inspect
only 30 output screens (one example output appears in Figure 2)
per App version, on average. Such limited number of outputs can
realistically be manually inspected, thus demonstrating that ATUA
significantly alleviates the oracle problem.

RQ2. Can ATUA effectively test Apps within practical time bud-
gets, compared to state-of-the-art approaches? We aim to determine
if ATUA performs significantly better than state-of-the-art ap-
proaches in terms of coverage of updated methods and their instruc-
tions, for a same execution time budget. Our results demonstrate
that ATUA is the approach that, on average, most effectively
tests updated Apps within practical time budgets and hu-
man effort. On average, for the same test execution budget, ATUA
improves the method and instruction coverage achieved by the
second-best, state-of-the-art approach by at least 10%.

RQ3. Is there any difference in the functionalities that are auto-
matically exercised across test automation approaches? We aim to
determine if there are differences in the inputs triggered by the
different approaches that lead to a diverse and complementary set
of functionalities being exercised. Our results show that ATUA is
the approach that exercised the largest number of uniquely
covered methods (i.e., not covered by other approaches). Such
differences are mainly achieved thanks to the three different test
phases implemented by ATUA.

6 CONCLUSION
ATUA is the first App testing tool that effectively focuses the test
budget on updated methods. Such strategy enables ATUA to max-
imize the coverage of updated methods (a primary need for en-
gineers) and generate a significantly reduced set of test inputs,

compared to state-of-art approaches, thus proportionally saving
human effort required to visualize test outputs.

Among state-of-the-art solutions, ATUA is the tool that gener-
ates the smallest set of inputs with the highest coverage per input. It
automatically exercises up to 70% of updated methods and 60% of in-
structions belonging to updated methods, 6 percentage points more
than the second best approach. On average, with ATUA, engineers
should inspect 30 output screens per App. ATUA is opensource and
available at https://github.com/SNTSVV/ATUA.
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